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Abstract: The broadband whistler-mode (w-mode) emissions in LF/MF bands
observed at low altitudes in the nighttime auroral zone are examined in detail,
especially from the viewpoint of the spectral characteristics and directions of wave
vectors of the emissions using the ISIS-1 data including the fixed and swept fre
quency ionograms and AOC voltage traces of the sounder receiver. The emissions
are characterized by spectra with relatively sharp upper cutoff ranging 0.75 to 0.4/u
Uu: electron gyrofrequency) and with lower frequency cutoff less than 0.1 MHz
(the lowest frequency of the sounder) for many cases. The directions of wave
vectors at the satellite are determined from the antenna orientation at the instant
when the emissions exhibit intensity minima on AOC voltage traces in the fixed
frequency mode. The resultant directions of wave vectors are used as initial con
ditions for ray tracing to locate the source regions and to know the directions of
wave vectors at the source region. It is shown that the cyclotron maser instability
driven by auroral electron with upward loss cone at low altitudes is the most
probable source mechanism which explains some characteristics of the observed
emissions, particularly, of their high frequency portion.

1. Introduction

At Syowa Station, Antarctica, a telemetry reception of ISIS satellite data has
continued since April 1976 in addition to various kinds of aeronomical observations.
The topside sounding observations with swept and fixed frequency modes provide
valuable information on a variety of auroral zone radio emissions in low (LF) and
medium frequency (MF) bands. The radio noise data are obtained by monitoring
the AOC voltages of the sounder receiver, and ambient plasma parameters scaled
from conventional topside ionograms enable us to identify the propagation modes of
received emissions. A preliminary analysis of ISIS-I data acquired at Syowa Station
has revealed AKR activities in the dayside cusp region as well as nightside auroral
zone (AIKYO et al., 1982).
Among various types of nightside auroral emissions in LF/MF bands observed
by rockets and satellites, the whistler-mode (w-mode) emissions have been examined
most elaborately. Since the report of preliminary results of ISIS-I on w-mode emis* Present address: Kimitsu Satellite Control Center, Telecommunications Satellite Corporation of
Japan, Sasa, Kimitsu-shi 292-05.
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sions (MULDREW, 1970), statistical studies were made of occurrence and intensity
pattern of the emissions for wide frequency range including LF/MF bands using
Alouette 2 data (BARRINGTON et al., 1971). Furthermore, w-mode emissions in
LF/MF in the dayside cusp were studied in connection with soft electron precipita
tion (JAMES, 1973).
The banded w-mode emissions in LF/MF bands were observed by a rocket ex
periment in Antarctica and discussed in association with wave-particle interactions
using simultaneous observations of the flux of precipitating electrons (OYA et al.,
1980). The auroral LF hiss with steady dynamic spectrum was also observed at low
altitudes by Ohzora satellite (MORIOKA and OYA, 1985).
The studies of auroral radio emissions including w-mode emissions were made
comprehensively with emphasis on the propagation modes depending on the am
bient plasma parameters, and a cyclotron maser instability was concluded to be their
generation mechanism after analyzing the high altitude data (BENSON, 1985) and low
altitude data (BENSON and WONG, 1987) of ISIS-I.
This report presents briefly some characteristics of relatively intense w-mode
emissions observed at low altitudes near the perigee of ISIS-I where the plasma fre
quency fN is greater than the electron gyrofrequency fH, and the direction of arrival
of the emissions at receiving antenna for a specified event, derived from spin-modulated
signal intensity data with fixed frequency. Ray tracing is made to locate the source
region using the observed directions as the initial condition, and a possible generation
mechanism is discussed on the basis of spectral and propagation characteristics.
2.
2.1.

Observations

Spectral characteristics
The w-mode emission events are selected from the ISIS-I sounder data obtained
by telemetry reception at Syowa Station, Antarctica from April 1976 to December
1981. Low altitudes (lower than 1000 km) and nighttime (1700-0400 MLT) are the
criteria to choose data for the present analysis. Additional condition is tentatively
imposed that the sounder fixed frequencies must be either of the lowest two frequencies,
0.25 and 0.48 MHz, since these frequencies could cover w-mode emissions seen on the
ionograms as well as AGC voltage traces, enabling us to determine the wave vector
direction of the emissions with the help of antenna orientation derived from the mag
netometer data. The passes which meet these conditions are the followings;
(1) November 16, 1977, 0020-0032 UT (0320-2047 MLT)
(2) November 14, 1978, 2220-2225 UT (2355-1947 MLT)
(3) November 15, 1978, 2152-2158 UT (2304-1750 MLT)
(4) October 29, 1979, 2059-2102 UT (2326-2257 MLT).
The first three passes cover the perigee ("' 600 km), and the last one covers the
altitudes from 940 to 800 km. The emissions can be seen on thirty three ionograms
acquired on these four passes.
Figure 1 shows a representative example of w-mode emissions observed near the
perigee in the ionograms with fixed (0.48 MHz) and swept frequency mode. In the
fixed frequency record the emissions exhibit a typical spin-modulated pattern and
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Typical example of auroral whistler-mode emissions (hiss) in LFJ MF bands as seen on the
AGC voltage trace, fixed (F.F.) and swept frequency ionograms obtained near JSJS-1
perigee ( "'600 km). The arrows labelled by "MIN" indicate the time when the intensity
minima occur as estimated from AGC data. Alphabetical letters, H, N and T stand for
local electron gyro-. plasma and upper hybrid resonance frequencies. respectively.

intensity minima can be easily identified on the AGC voltage trace. The spectrum in
the ionogram shows an upper cutoff structure with cutoff frequency near 0.6 MHz,
well below the upper limit of the w-mode, /�, in this case being roughly equal to 0.5
./ N·
The signal intensity sometimes exceeds -60 dBm (the saturating level of the
sounder receiver) and appears to be spin-modulated deeper than estimated from the
dipole antenna. Alouette 2 observations showed, however, no obvious dependence
of w-mode emissions on antenna orientation (BARRINGTON et al., 1971 ).
The latitudinal dependence of the plasma parameter .f�lfn determined from
resonance spikes on thirty three ionograms is given in Fig. 2, showing that data were
obtained in rather high electron density region compared with those reported by
BENSON and WoNG (1987). There seems to be a maximum occurrence centered around
75 Inv. Lat., being consistent with Alouette-2 observations (BARRINGTON et al., 1971)
although the number of data points will be still insufficient.
Figure 3 shows the bandwidths of w-mode emissions as function of the ambient
parameter, ./�//;,. The upper cutoff frequency often exceeds half the local fn for
many cases, suggesting that the emissions come downward from the source region to
the satellite. The cutoff frequencies are less than 0.1 MHz, the lowest frequency of
the sounder for most cases. A few ionograms show the banded structures with
lower cutoff frequency greater than 0.1 MHz. There seems to be no obvious depen
dence of the bandwidths on the plasma parameter, f...,ff;,. The spectral structure of
these emissions appears to be similar to those observed by Ohzora satellite (MORIOKA
and OYA, 1985; OYA et al., 1985) and by ISIS-I (BENSON and WONG, 1987). The
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intensity seems, however, higher than that reported by BENSON and WONG ( 1987) and
that of auroral LF hiss which is frequently observed in the dayside polar cusp. These
spectra are evidently different from those of so called "type 2" emissions observed
with 0.4<[/.fu<0.6 in the polar£ region (OYA et al., 1980; MIYAOKA et al., 1981).
2.2.

Direction of wave vector
ISIS-I is spin-stabilized at the spin rate of about 3 RPM with spin axis nearly
perpendicular to the orbital plane (cartwheel-mode operation). In this case the
spin modulation of received signal should be roughly 3 db because of long dipole
antenna. The measured modulation of the emissions, however, often exceeds IO db,
indicating sources to be of a finite longitudinal spread. Under these situations the
direction of wave vectors can be estimated from antenna orientation with respect
to the geomagnetic field at the time when the intensity of the received emissions ex
hibits minimum under fixed frequency mode operation, using a technique developed
by JAMES (1980). To do this reasonable assumptions are additionally needed that
the orbital plane coincides with the magnetic meridian plane and the sources are
located in the same plane.
Figure 4 shows a typical example of the variation of AGC voltage traces and the
antenna orientation with respect to the geomagnetic field when w-mode emissions
were observed on both the swept and fixed frequency ionograms. This example was
recorded in the nightside auroral zone on the southbound pass of November 16, 1977,
and is used for determination of directions of wave vector at receiving points. The
arrows on the base lines of AGC traces in fixed frequency frames (F.F) are located at
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Fig. 4. Example of variations of AGC voltage traces and antenna orientation with respect to the
geomagnetic.field when w-mode emissions were seen on both swept and fixed frequency iono
grams. The emissions were observed near perigee of the satellite in the nighttime auroral
zone/polar cap on November 16, 1977. The portions labelled "F.F" correspond to the
duration when the sounder was operated in thefixed frequency mode with 0.48 MHz.

minima of the AGC level estimated. In general, however, the fluctuation of AGC
traces makes it difficult to locate the minimum points with a sufficient accuracy. The
antenna orientation angle can be estimated with an accuracy of ± 1 degree, allowing
for sampling rate of the magnetometer data. As seen in "F.F" portions the emissions
exhibit remarkable increase in intensity around 68 ° Inv. Lat. and keep at high level
up to Inv. Lat. higher than 77 ° . The orientation angle, o at minimum points can be
scaled with a reasonable accuracy; being -10 °, -13 °, -6 °, and -9 °, at 0025:42,
0026:02, 0028: 24 and 0028: 44 UT, respectively.
For a two-dimensional treatment the normal to the electric field plane (£-plane),
n is estimated in magnetic meridional plane along with the ambient geomagnetic field
B0 and wave vector k as shown in Fig. 5, where () is an angle between B0 and k, and
s an angle between n and k. The angles () and s satisfy the general equation tans=
(P-µ 2) tan 0/P, where P= 1-(fN !/)2 and µ is the refractive index (JAMES, 1980).
Also shown in the figure is the dependence of s on() as a function of wave frequency,
f, for the designated .fN and .fH which are scaled on ionograms. From the geometry
the angle o must satisfy the relation, o<omax , where omax is an angle o when s equals
the right angle, implying that() gives the resonance cone angle() res and waves become
electrostatic. For f 0.48 MHz the angle o, which gives the angle between B0 and n,
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Fig. 5. Angle e plotted as a function of angle 0. Three solid lines labelled (1) to (3) correspond to
different frequencies specified in the figure. Also shown are the relation among three angles,
e, 0 and o to the direction of the geomagnetic field and the solution angle O as a function
of the angle o.

is plotted as a function of() by a graphical solution in the figure.
Using dashed curve the () value are respectively determined to be about -15° ,
-18 ° , -10 ° and -13 ° for four values of o previously scaled. This means that the
wave vector lies close to the vertical, that is, off-angle less than five degrees, allowing
for the dip angle of B0 • Similar results are confirmed on the direction of wave vectors
of w-mode emissions observed at low altitudes of the other three passes mentioned
in the previous section. The low-altitude measurement of the wave vector directions
at Syowa Station, Antarctica, revealed that the VLF hiss propagates downward with
a large wave normal angle centered at about 75 ° to the geomagnetic field in the E and
F regions (KIMURA et al., 1981). The reflection at the bottom of the ionosphere, how
ever, would prevent the hiss from being received on the ground. It is evident that
small angle of the wave vector with respect to the vertical enable the emissions to
penetrate into the ionosphere below the satellite and to be received with small attenua
tion on the ground. The simultaneous ground-based observations of VLF noises
with frequency below about 30 kHz with telemetry reception from ISIS-I indicated
intense VLF hiss activities for all four passes, suggesting that wave vectors of the hiss
lie within a few degrees of the vertical at the source region (SWIFT and KAN, 1975) and
LF/MF emissions may be the high frequency part of the VLF hiss.
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3. Propagation and Generation Mechanism
3.1. Ray tracing analysis

The ray tracing analysis was performed to examine the propagation of the emis
sions on the basis of wave vectors at the receiving points derived from spin minima
data of fixed frequency AOC voltage obtained from the southbound pass of November
16, 1977. Rays were two-dimensionally traced backward from the receiving positions
to the source regions using the three dimensional ray tracing program developed by
JONES and STEPHENSON (1975), since the wave vector directions are determined two
dimensionally. The electron density distribution of the model ionosphere/magneto
sphere is constructed by giving latitudinal dependence of the electron density and
temperature at a reference level of l 000 km so that the electron densities at an altitude
of 600 km fit to values deduced from plasma resonance spikes on ionograms. The
model also uses a simple dipole geomagnetic field and allows for plasmapause con
figuration (AIKYO et al., 1972).
Figure 6 illustrates the 0.48 MHz ray paths starting at geomagnetic latitudes of
70 ° and 80 ° with an altitude of 600 km. Off-zenith angles X o of the initial wave vectors
are 4 ° and 1 ° for starting latitude of 70 ° and 5 ° and 2 ° for 80 °, referring to the results
mentioned in the preceding chapter. All rays go upward almost along the magnetic
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Fig. 6. Ray paths of a frequency of 0.48 MHz starting at geomagnetic latitudes of 70 ° and 80°
with an altitude of 600 km in the model ionosphere/magnetosphere. Initial off-zenith
angle X 0 was determined from the angle (} solved using a graphical method described in
Subsection 2.2.
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Fig . 7. Progressive change in the refractive index surfaces along a ray path starting at geomagnetic
latitude of 80° shown in Fig. 6.

field lines until they approach to an altitude level where the wave frequency equals
to fN · The progressive change in the refractive index surface is shown in Fig. 7 where
they are labelled successively (1 ), (2) and (3) corresponding to points on the ray start
ing at a geomagnetic latitude of 80° . The refractive index surfaces have resonance
cones for wave frequency f and /N and fH concerned in this analysis. The values of
JN and fH decrease as the rays proceed upwa rd and the resonance angle ¢ res (com
plementary angle of resonance cone angle) tends to zero when f approaches to /N
because tan2 ¢ res = (X- l )( Y 2 - l )/( Y 2 +X- l ) where X and Y follow Ratcliff's nota
tions. For this case the allowed wave vector directs almost parallel to the magnetic
field and the direction of ray becomes almost perpendicular to the magnetic field,
resulting in the wave being electrostatic. As a result the rays are bent abruptly at
altitudes slightly lower than f f� level. The rays proceed almost along a constant
contour of electron density, f !N, meaning nearly horizontal propagation to the lower
latitudes. Such propagation mode is identical with that of LF/MF hiss observed in
the dayside cusp with ISIS-I (JAMES, 1973). This result also suggests that sources
must be located at lower latimdes than the latitudinal range of low altitude observa
tions. From the viewpoint of propagations the source region must be below altitudes
at which !N equals to f for the frequency concerned because of f being less than the
smaller of JN and fH, unless a mode conversion occurs between Z- and W-mode.
As for 0.48 MHz rays in the assumed model the condition of f= fN =0.5fH fortuitously
satisfies when the rays proceed in the auroral zone keeping nearly horizontal
propagation.

3.2.

Generation mechanism
The spectra of the emissions sometimes exhibit banded structures with lower
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cutoff frequency higher than 0. 1 MHz, as described in Subsection 2.2. This suggests
that the emissions are not necessarily higher frequency extension of the VLF hiss as
often observed in the nightside auroral zone. Comparison of the intensities of W
mode emissions observed at high (BENSON, 1 985) and low altitudes (BENSON and
WONG, 1 987) with ISIS-I showed that the source region seems to be at altitudes below
about 1500 km where !N approximately equals to fH , The spectra of the emissions
have upper cutoff frequencies ranging from 0.75 to 0.4 MHz and lower cutoff fre
quencies below 0. 1 MHz for most cases. Furthermore, the spectra provided by
Hawkeye I observations show evidence of similarity of the generation mechanism
between auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) and auroral hiss (GURNETT and GREEN,
1978). Thus it is worthwhile to reexamine the cyclotron maser instability (Wu et al.,
1 983) as a possible source of the W-mode emissions on the basis of some characteristics
clarified by the present analysis.
As previously mentioned, the local plasma parameter fN!fH is roughly greater
than two for the present case and thus the cyclotron resonance process is more efficient
to generate w-mode emissions than Cerenkov resonance (SWIFT and KAN, 1975 ; MAGGS,
1978), as pointed out by BENSON and WONG (1987). Wu et al. (1983) showed that a
significant growth rate of w-mode emissions can be expected by cyclotron maser
instability by auroral electron with upward loss cone. The emissions are strongly
beamed downward along the geomagnetic field. The growth rate appears to be sig
nificant with the wave vectors within roughly 20 ° to the geomagnetic field for plasma
parameters relevant to the auroral ionosphere, and its maximum occurs in a remark
ably limited range of the normalized frequency f!!H centered around 0.6. The depen
dence of the growth rate for parallel propagation, that is, beaming along the geo
magnetic field upon the loss cone angle Oc, the parameter fN !fH of local background
plasma and the mean energy of reflected auroral electrons can be evaluated using the
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Fig. 8. Variation of IN and !H with normalized
altitude RfRE to interpret the spectral struc
ture of high frequency portion of the emissions
in terms of the cyclotron maser instability
proposed by Wu et al. (1983). A dash
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giving the maximum growth rate with altitude.
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the bandwidth.
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eq. (17) in the paper of Wu et al. (1983). The maximum growth rate increases mono
tonically with increasing energy, !N!!H and Oc and the normalized frequency giving
maximum growth rate decreases down to about 0.5. It must be noted that basic
structure of the frequency spectra with narrow bandwidth from about 0.4 to 0.7 are
scarcely affected by fN!fH, although the maximum value of the growth rate changes
appreciably.
The observed spectra given in Fig. 3 can readily be interpreted in terms of such
spectral form, by assuming that the sources of W-mode emissions distribute almost
along the geomagnetic field so that the low frequency components received by the
satellite are emitted at higher altitudes, as shown in Fig. 8, where the frequency giving
the maximum growth rate is plotted along with the bandwidths as a function of al
titude. At receiving point the upper cutoff frequency is roughly determined only
by the local /H , that is, about 0.6 /H · It is evident that this mechanism can only be
invoked to explain the higher frequency part of w-mode emissions because the sig
nificant growth rate requires that the value of fN !fH must be about unity or greater,
and the frequency of w-mode waves is bounded by the higher limit of the smaller of
/N and f�, as can be seen in Fig. 8. For lower frequency part of the emissions the
Cerenkov resonance process is a more possible candidate of generation mechanism
because the significant growth rate can be expected at all frequencies between the
lower hybrid resonance frequency and /N for low electron density condition (SWIFT
and KAN, 1975 ; MAGGS, 1978).
At the source region the wave vectors of the emissions direct downward nearly
along the geomagnetic field, satisfying the propagation condition at altitudes where
the wave frequency almost equals to fN , resulting in nearly horizontal propagation.
Recent DE-1 and 2 observations of the precipitating electrons with loss cones show
the latitudinal distribution with the maximum intensity near 66° -69 ° Inv. Lat. (LIN
ct al., 1985) being consistent with the fact that the emissions are observed at higher
latitudes at lower altitudes.
4.

Concluding Remarks

Various types of plasma wave emissions can be seen on the ISIS-I topside sounder
ionograms obtained over the nightside auroral zone and the polar cap. Among the
emissions the broadband whistler-mode emissions observed at low altitudes near the
perigee ( ,..., 600 km) over the Antarctic region are examined in detail concerning fre
quency spectral characteristics and propagation using ray tracing technique. The
emissions observed at low altitudes by ISIS-I are characterized by spectra with a
sharp upper frequency cutoff ranging from 0.75 down to 0.4/H and with a lower fre
quency cutoff less than 0. 1 MHz (the lowest frequency limit of the sounder) for many
cases of intense emissions.
On the basis of the spin-modulated signals on the fixed frequency ionograms ob
tained when the satellite was in the cartwheel-mode operation, the antenna orienta
tion at the instant of minimum emissions was determined for deriving the direction
of arrival of emissions, using the local plasma parameters deduced from the swept
frequency ionograms. The obtained direction of the propagation vector appears to
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be approximately vertical, implying that the emissions come downward from sources
above the satellite. A simple ray tracing was performed to locate the source region
for the emissions using a plausible model ionosphere/magnetosphere, and it was
shown that some characteristics, especially on the high frequency components of the
emissions, can be well interpreted in terms of the cyclotron maser instability driven by
precipitating auroral electrons with upward loss-cones as a most possible source
mechanism, which is most effective process at low altitudes (.f--, >fn) in the nighttime
auroral zone.
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